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Exposure focus…
Catastrophe risk is defined as “the risk of loss, or of adverse change
in the value of insurance liabilities, resulting from significant
uncertainty of pricing and provisioning assumptions related to extreme
or exceptional events.

Natural

ManMade

Exposure management is the most important process in managing the
financial impact by managing accumulations.

Risk management principles
Avoidance

Mitigation

Retention

Transfer

Avoidance - Can’t separate catastrophe risk from other property risk – key is to limit accumulation of
losses in a single event. Exposure management techniques aimed primarily at avoidance, but can
help optimise other components….
Mitigation – Limiting the financial impact through coverage restrictions and risk modification
Retention – Use of additional capital or employing capital better to maximise return – Lloyd’s
Transfer – e.g. Reinsurance = expected loss cost plus margin for expenses and capital

Capital – Regulatory and Economic
Exposure management obviously a key focus of insurance companies, but also a key
focus of regulators as catastrophes have been a major factor for insurance company
liquidity issues...and can have a market wide impact…
SA QIS3

Regulatory in SA almost synonymous to economic capital…at least in short term

QIS 3 Feedback for Non-Life

Perils - Earthquake
•
•

Less frequent, although a major event in a built up urban
area will undoubtedly have a very large insurance loss
impact - large SCR component
Orkney event 5.5 magnitude R90m to R140m – small vs hail
damage and bigger than a Milnerton farm

Hail – frequency high, severity low…
In the last two years, three major hail storms made news headlines as they ripped
through Gauteng. Each hailstorm left extensive destruction in its wake, collectively
costing the insurance industry a staggering ZAR2.5billion in losses.

Latest SAM
discussion
document
suggesting a Hail
capital charge for
property.

Flood
Can be sub-divided into:
• River flood
• Coastal flood
• Surface flood
Obviously very local and easy for insurers to
identify flood plains and limit exposure…or is
it…
Urbanisation might shift the dynamics as
surface flooding increases – drainage and
run-off. Flood return periods in our metropolis
may be very different to history!
Pollution, over burdened drainage and other
hazard knock on effect
Midrand example…

Flood

March 2004

June 2011
March 2015

Google history of midrand. Concentration of surface water
drainage and run-off changes substantially

Perils – AMW flooding, earthquakes and sink holes

Starts with data! Geo coding and portfolio roll-ups

Pricing – geocode clustering

Data and Capital
•
•
•
•
•

Accuracy of pricing and capital calculation very much dependent on data quality.
The majority of insurance companies until recently might not have received a list of all
exposures when underwriting an account.
Underwriting based on MFL for account – determined by assessing the top locations
by value for an account, combined with surveys in some instances.
Data systems would capture remainder of TIV under a ‘global’ entry.
Without overall data, hard to understand single account impact of unknown locations,
pretty much impossible to estimate portfolio impact on capital and risk.

For example, SAM formula for man-made fire:

•
•

Large part of market would have made an educated guess.
Number of insurers would have been assessed on factor based catastrophe risk
module.

Data Granularity
Catastrophe modelling results are largely ineffective without quality data collection
•

•

Coding a structure’s exact location and physical characteristics (construction,
occupancy, year built, height) into a model yields a loss distribution with a significantly
lower standard deviation than if it were coded at the Postal Code level with all physical
characteristics coded as unknown
Enhancing missing or incorrect information can lead to loss estimates which change by
as much a factor of four on a single building

RMS Analysis of 2004 Atlantic Coast hurricane experience indicated that data quality
issues contributed up to 45% of the gap between modelled and actual incurred losses
• Low-resolution location data: Beachfront properties identified only at ZIP Code level
• Incomplete building characteristics: Unknown year built/construction class
• Inaccurate coding of risks: Floating casinos coded as reinforced concrete buildings;
light metal construction coded as steel frame
• Miscoded policy information: Coverage limits being used instead of actual values
• Undervaluation

Standard Formula Calibration
Industry Postal Code data (allocated) is modelled using more than one catastrophe model,
from which factors relating to location and line of business are determined.

Market factor
• Simulated 1 in 200 year loss/Total Exposure
LOB/Zone relativities
• Determine the average loss over a range of observations around the 1 in 200 year loss
for each LOB and the Total Loss
• Express as a % and multiply by the 1 in 200 year loss
• Divide by LOB exposure to get the LOB relativities
• The same methodology is applied to get the zone relativities
Correlations
• Calculate the 1 in 200 year loss for each pair of LOBs (x) and (y), and for the sum of the
zones (z = x+y)
• Solve for the correlation factor ρ = (z2 - x2 - y2)/2xy
• The same methodology is applied to get the aggregation matrices between zones

Limitations
•
•

•
•
•

•

SF does expect input exposures by Postal
Code but only applies the factors by zone.
Rates based on average across the
industry (or of data providers).
Currently only splits by residential/
commercial and buildings/contents
Does not account for construction type and
other features e.g. number of storeys etc.
Another potential issue around approach is
that the event is an aggregate nationwide
CAT loss rather than a specific event which
may not sufficiently penalise insurers with
an overexposure in one seismic area,
however,
economic activity concentrated in high
factor areas...insure those Karoo properties

South Africa CRESTA zones

South Africa SF zones
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Catastrophe Models
• Event set
– Set of possible future events

• Hazard module
– Stores event information such as
number of events, rate of occurrence
of these events and event intensity

• Vulnerability module
– Stores information on vulnerability curves used to calculate damage to a risk from
an event

• Financial module
– Calculates event losses

Differences between vendor cat
models
Event sets – number and intensity of events
Vulnerability curves
How recently the model was updated
Resolution – CRESTA vs postal code
Modelled lines of business
Demand surge

Differences between vendor cat
models

OEP Results – Granular vs.
Grouped Data

Reinsurance Regulation Review

Transparency
and
accessibility
of information

Direct
insurers to
adjust
reinsurance
credit ratings
in solvency
calculations

Direct
insurers need
approval to
conduct
reinsurance
business

Composite
reinsurance
licenses are
not allowed

Reinsurance
Regulatory
Review

Remove Pay
as Paid
Clause

Maximum
cession
percentage

No
recognition of
financial
reinsurance in
the SCR

Impact of bad data on Catastrophe
XL Pricing
• Catastrophe XL priced using exposure data
• Pricing techniques vary
• Catastrophe modelling
• Exposure Curves
• Layer premium = Expected layer loss + loadings for various items
• Expected layer loss impacted by data quality
• Difficult for reinsurers to adjust for poor data

• SAM should improve data quality are the accuracy of pricing

Where is the market…
Very broad spectrum of what players are doing and
information available:
• Hangover of bordereaux only data is almost over
• PML type modelling based on limited locations still prevalent
• More sophisticated players cleaning and capturing per location data, although at different
levels of aggregation e.g. co-ordinate, postal code, street address
• GIS
Impact on capital….it depends:
• Catastrophe models - Higher granularity of data would likely result in lower capital
results (not necessarily but certainly more accurate)
• Standard formula based on averages, so will need to make assumptions about risks
that may potentially have negative impact on capital within zones
Limiting factors:
• Level at which data is captured may not be detailed enough due to insurers not putting
enough pressure on brokers and clients.
• Processing requirements intimidating, so use of global locations, where all properties on
the policy are loaded onto the head office location may continue.
• Initial infrastructure cost for platform data systems and data specifications potentially
large

Ongoing Research
Exposure management working group – starting to get legs
now and looking into:
• The impact of improved exposure data
• Pricing adjustments for imperfect data – from insurer and
reinsurer perspective
• Exposure management and GIS systems
• Economic vs Regulatory view of capital
• Catastrophe models for the SA market
• SAIA – Acid Mine Water and Seismic risk

Thank you
Questions?

